
Paper grading rubric !!!
Title, Thesis Paragraph,  & Explanation of  Source Text	 (15%) !
A	 Smart and interesting. Thesis paragraph is direct and to-the-point, unafraid of  getting to 
the topic at hand immediately and without generic fluff. Thesis is clear and specific - it does not 
merely introduce a topic, but a question which it also answers. Text is explained lucidly. 
B	 Follows assignment guidelines. Thesis may only introduce a question, without answering 
it. Text is explained well.  
C	 Thesis introduces a topic and perhaps a question, but does not provide an answer to the 
question. Text is explained clearly overall, but with some areas for improvement. 
D	 Thesis introduces a topic and perhaps a question, but does not provide an answer to the 
question. Explanation of  text is problematic. 
F	 Missing or extremely problematic !
Argument, Counter-Argument, and Rebuttal 	 (70%)	  !
A	 Cogent, thorough argument that engages with a worthy opponent and rebuts that 
opposing view directly, with new material. Argument is grounded throughout on either historical 
or global context, per assignment guidelines. Argument is in-depth and nuanced. 
B	 Solid argument, counter-argument, and rebuttal. Argument is grounded throughout on 
either historical or global context, per assignment guidelines. Argument could be more nuanced 
and in-depth. 
C	 Argument is problematic at times. May not follow assignment guidelines. 
D	 Argument is problematic. Does not follow assignment guidelines. 
F	 Extremely problematic or missing. !
Conclusion	 	 (5%) !
A	 Cogent, thoughtful discussion of  wider implications of  topic & argument 
B	 Mostly just a summary of  points made - may touch on wider implications 
C	 Summarizes points made 
D	 Brief  or off-topic 
F	 Missing or inexplicable !
Bibliography (Chicago format) 	 (10%) 
OR 
Works Cited (MLA format) !
A	 Perfect format + solid, scholarly sources 
B	 Imperfect but excellent in terms of  format & sources 
C	 Numerous formatting errors and/or poor sources (websites, etc.) or missing sources 
D	 Numerous formatting errors and poor or missing sources 
F	 Missing


